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Hard Cider from the Perspe ctive of a New Producer 

Charles McGonegal, Aeppeltreow Winery 

A grower or enthusiast venturing into the world of fermented cider is entering a realm rich in 
history and short in recent experience.  Following on the heels of the craft beer revolution, craft 
cider is garnering more interest from apple producers, wine writers and the consumer.   A new 
producer faces an array of hurdles, and must master a number of skills with little help from 
industry organizations or background science. 

Cider has been with us as long as little apples have been plucked from trees.  While it may not be 
the oldest fermented beverage, it certainly has deep roots.  From pre-Roman times, it has been a 
home-grown, country beverage.    It has risen in fallen in popularity several times through the 
ages, especially in England, France and America, to finally decline dramatically since the advent 
of the Industrial Revolution.  Just in recent years, has it seen a revival, perhaps riding on the coat 
tails of the craft beer movement.  Home-brewers have turned to the alternative fermentations of 
apple (cider) and honey (mead) with great interest, and are known to scour the marketplace for 
commercial products to compare to their home efforts.  In stark contrast to beer, however, there 
are few widely distributed ciders, and just as few locally available products.  These ciders may be 
grouped into several broad categories, for instance macro-cider made in (comparatively) large 
batches and widely available versus micro-cider, produced in small lots, with much care, and 
often available only locally or regionally.  Ciders may be draft and on tap, still, like a table wine, 
or sparkling, like a fine champagne.  Ciders are often made with a specific geographically 
associated character – or made to mimic those ciders.   Hence we have Normandy and Breton 
cidre, English Somerset cider and New England variations – often produced far from their place 
of origin. 

Cider making, like wine making, can be considered to start out in the field.  Cultivar selection, 
training and pruning methods, nutrient and pest management, soil, ecology, climate and weather 
all affect the final product.  Cider producers, after selecting a number of sweet, sharp, bitter and 
aromatic apples to blend into cider, will face a number of issues.  Classic cider varieties are all 
heirloom cultivars – with all the problems that implies: poor growth habits, vulnerabilities to pest 
and disease, tendency to alternation, etc.  There is little good data on how these varieties perform 
in the diverse climates of North America, how they fare on various rootstocks, how they respond 
to training systems, how heavy a crop they should bear, or even if they retain their varietal 
character in our climates and soils.  The one known is that cider orcharding is best practiced with 
low nitrogen input, and plenty of calcium.  Many consumers interested in cider also seem to be 
interested in sustainable agriculture, so organic products may find a niche waiting to be filled. 

Cider fermenting is essentially a special case of wine making, so again we are faced with a wide 
body of knowledge about generalities and little hard data about specifics.  We do know that cider 
fermentations are very low in amino nitrogen compared to wines or beers, and that calcium and 
ripe pectins play important roles into how cider clarifies.  Ciders are usually fermented at cool 
temperatures.  Wild yeast are used in certain parts of the world, but have been found to be 1) not 
single strains, but successional ecologies growing in the cider must, and 2) not reproducible 
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outside specific geographic regions.  Still, wild yeasts are an area of active experimentation. 
Commercial wine yeast strains may be used, but their nutritional requirements must be 
considered.  Malo-lactic fermentations may also be desirable, though not easily achieved in some 
very bitter cider styles - where, perversely, they are most desired.  The biggest goals (and 
complications) of fermentations for most cider styles are to leave some residual sugar, low 
alcohol content, and be stable during storage.  Various techniques attempt to achieve this, 
including keeving (nutrient stripping), temperature control protocols and whole bottle 
pasteurization.  The difficulty of accomplishing all three goals at once may explain why many 
small wineries produce higher alcohol apple ‘wines’, rather than traditional style ciders. 

The actual cider production takes place in a licensed food processing plant, with all the sanitation 
and ‘Good Manufacturing Processes’ that implies.  Maybe even better sanitation if one is 
attempting products with significant residual sweetness.  A ‘cidery’ combines the operations of 
cider-mill and winery, and needs all the equipment and utilities of each.  Given the tendency of 
apple pomace to splatter and nearly aerosolize in the grinder, some segregation of the pressing 
operations seems in order.   Since fermentation achieves a 5-log kill in short order, pasteurization 
of the expressed juice isn’t required, but may be forced upon a cidermaker who outsources the 
juice pressing.  Most cider makers shun heat treatment, but UV processing seems like a viable 
alternative.  Federal and state licensing of the winery operations is necessary as well.  The federal 
agency seems to have taken a ‘shall issue’ attitude in recent years – but is very bogged down after 
the reorganizations following September 11th.  States vary widely in the ease of licensing and 
degree of regulation.  Don’t forget that local government will be involve as well, for zoning at a 
minimum, and probably for alcohol if a cider-maker intends on having on-site sales - as most 
small wineries do.  If a cidery is an expansion of an existing operation, capital investment may be 
modest.  Wineries are notorious for having capital investment requirements greater than oil 
refineries (comparing $ capital/$ revenue) – but much of that lies in vineyard (or orchard) plants 
and infrastructure – which an existing grower already has.  An existing grower also likely has 
material handling equipment as well, which is needed, but not directly involved in production.  
Equipment costs, such as press, tanks, fillers, cappers and corkers, pumps, hoses, lab equipment, 
are relatively modest.  Permits are numerous – but not really expensive.  Barrels are costly – but 
optional for cider.  Unfortunately, the second biggest winery capital sink, inventory (mostly as 
glass), is unavoidable.  Quality craft ciders, like wines, take a year, or years, to make and age. 

Cider may be sold through a number of outlets of varying ease of access and cost.  The simplest 
may be via a tasting room at the production facility.  This falls under the terms of the federal, and 
most state licenses, but will likely require additional local approval and licensing.  Tasting rooms 
are a tourist attraction, and may bring new visitors to an orchard – or capitalize on an existing 
visitor base.  Tasting rooms may be as fancy as there is money for – many new winery ventures 
pour tremendous funds into creating a certain image or experience.  Tasting rooms may also host 
special events, dinners, or be associated with on-site restaurants.  They require staffing and direct 
interaction with the consumer – but they retain the most profit per bottle for the cidery.  Tasting 
room traffic tends to be highly seasonal, peaking during the apple harvest.  Cider may be sold to 
other retailers, such as stores and restaurants.  These outlets will take a cut (about a third) of the 
final price per bottle – but reach a wider audience, and maybe a less seasonal one.  Selling 
wholesale to retailers is another skill that a cider producer must acquire or hire.  Depending on 
your state, a cidery may be able to deliver directly to retailers in their state.  Or not.  ALL 
interstate transactions must be routed through a distributor.  Distributors will take their cut, too 
(another third).  Worse, many states will seal your relationship with a distributor, making it 
difficult to switch.  And lastly, there is the sad fact that distributors just don’t have the resources 
to promote small producers that make up 90% of their portfolios by number but only 10% by 
sales volume.  Which leaves a cider maker on their own to pursue new accounts over an ever-
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wider area.  This situation is simply a fact of life, and must be negotiated to reach an interstate 
market.  Finally, a cider maker may consider selling directly to distant consumers via phone, 
mail, catalogs, and the Internet.  This is occasionally possible – depending on both the state of 
origin, and the destination state.  There is not a nationwide set of rules, and the complexity of the 
situation discourages most small producers.  Legal challenges are proceeding through various 
courts, and may eventually lead to greater, and free-er, opportunities.   

In general, cider is seeing a definite revival.  During the 1990s, macro-ciders were the fastest 
growing fraction (albeit a small fraction) of the overall alcoholics beverage industry.  Most 
macro-ciders get lumped in with ‘malternative beverages’, which have the unsavory nickname of 
‘alco-pop’.  It will be a long task to educate the consuming public, and even sales and distribution 
staff, that craft cider has little in common with cheap, sweet, trendy things like ‘hard lemonade’.  
Marketing spending is minimal, even for macro-cider producers.  Yet marketing is another thing 
that must be accomplished, if only at a small level, by any producer.  Everything from labels, to 
fliers, brochures, shelf talkers, sales FAQ sheets, and tasting room materials, must be designed, 
created and distributed in order to carry the message and story of the cider (and cider maker) to 
the people selling and buying the cider.  Public relations with local media must be explored.  
Luckily, a number of prominent newspapers and magazines have recently featured the revival of 
ciders, and more are likely to follow.   Perhaps the biggest hurdle that cider faces is that most 
people simply don’t know that they like it.  It is usually moderate to downright low in alcohol and 
has lots of beneficial tannins.  Well-made cider is refreshing and palette cleansing, goes great 
with fish, seafood and fowl, as well as many cheeses.  But cider has fallen so far from the public 
consciousness that people simply do not know what to expect in a product.  Most people think of 
unfiltered juice.  Some think of sparkling, clear juice.  But a growing number have tried it, or read 
about it, and are receptive to cider, given the chance. 

Cider enthusiasts exist, especially among home-brewers.  But there is not an organized 
community within the cider world.  There is no centralized association of producers (and/or 
patrons) promoting cider.   Nor is there anything more than scattered research on some of the 
basic technical aspects of cider - where many questions remain.  Most of the cider culture, 
informal as it is, is found on either coast of the US.   Small scale research has proceeding 
haltingly over the years at Mt. Vernon in Washington and at Cornell in New York.  They have 
taught us something of the growing tendencies of cider cultivars in our climates.  And they have 
studied some properties of juice and cider – such as its response to sanitizing treatments.  A lot 
more knowledge is available from the researchers directly, than has been published.  The 
Northwest Cider Society gathers a number of small producers and fans for occasional events.  In 
the northeast, Franklin County Cider Day (MA) has become an annual gathering and forum.  The 
classic texts on cider-making have long been out of print, and a cider-maker’s library is often 
pieced together off eBay, and by photocopying old editions.  A few resources are available on the 
Internet.  A moderated email forum known as the Cider Digest hosts questions and discussions of 
very basic to very advanced topics and is a good way to locate both local enthusiasts and experts 
from around the world.  A few of the experts, as well as cider societies in other countries, have 
made a lot of basic information available on the web.  A few other organizations have taken an 
interest in cider, mostly notably the international Slow Foods Movement – dedicated to the 
appreciation of life and eating with a dedication to local sources and traditions.  And last, but not 
least, cider producers themselves are generally a friendly lot, willing to share experience and talk 
shop with new arrivals in the field. 



Development of Michigan Hard Ciders 

Patrick Oriel 
Michigan State University 

Hard cider resulting from apple fermentation was a traditional drink during the early years of the 
United States, and is enjoying a resurgence of popularity associated with recent consumer interest 
in specialty beverage alternatives to beer and wine.  With the support of the Michigan Apple 
Committee, the USDA, and the State of Michigan Department of Agriculture, we have initiated a 
team project at Michigan State University to develop a hard cider utilizing Michigan apples and 
directed toward Midwest consumer tastes.  This presentation will describe the phase I cider we 
have developed for this project and compare this process to that used in colonial times and to 
processes currently utilized in Great Britain.  In addition, progress in the development of novel 
mash fermentations to release condensed tannins in phase II cider will be discussed.   
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Michigan Hard Cider Initiative: 
Consumer Feedback on Commercial Hard Ciders 

Presented by: Patrick O’Connor 
Doctoral Student – Michigan State University 

oak@msu.edu  -  (517) 927-7675 

As part of my previous role at the Michigan Apple Committee, with the help of many, I prepared 
three grant documents to look at the opportunities for establishing a Michigan “hard cider” industry.  
Fermented and distilled apple beverages have been growing in popularity.  As a result all three grants – 
two through the Michigan Department of Agriculture’s Julian-Stille Value Added Grant Program, and one 
through the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Value Added Grant Program – were 
funded.  In addition, numerous industry organizations and individuals supported with financial and “in-
kind” contributions. 

The research focuses on two areas: product development and marketplace research.  My presentation 
will look at the first phase of the marketplace research, the evaluation of commercially available hard 
ciders to allow a better understanding of the attributes that consumers find desirable.  It is hoped that 
these results will help Michigan and Midwest cider makers better understand the wants and needs of 
consumers as they move to develop fermented cider products.  A second phase will allow for consumer 
feedback on Michigan State University developed hard ciders, seeking feedback to measure acceptability 
and allow for modification. 

This goal of the project it to benefit the Michigan apple industry as a whole by creating additional 
demand for juice/cider apples and developing new product lines that reinforce the positive reputation to 
benefit apples and cider currently available through Michigan’s farm markets.  The grants proposed that 
Michigan rural communities will benefit through the stability in the agricultural sector with the 
diversification in apple production and will help stabilize the other fruit industries by encouraging the 
development of beverage blends such as apple-pear wine and apple cherry hard cider.  These next steps 
are already being considered as a cherry/apple blend cider research project has already been submitted to 
the USDA.  The development of a fermented Michigan apple beverage industry also directly impacts the 
state’s growing tourism industry.  Michigan’s vast network of cider mills, farm markets, wineries, and 
microbreweries allow consumers to travel to enjoy many Michigan grown and processed products.  These 
new apple beverages have the potential to increase economic benefits for Michigan’s direct marketers, 
and unlike many other processed Michigan apple products, the returns can stay closer to the producer in 
many cases.  Communities and consumers’ desires for more organic production of crops may be satisfied 
with the production and marketing of organic hard ciders, apple wines, etc.  In fact, hard cider might be 
one of the more likely first organic apple products to enter the market.   

Approximately 200 consumers participated in an on-campus cider evaluation at the MSU Food 
Science sensory laboratory.  These consumers were given a blind taste test to evaluate various attributes 
of six domestic and imported hard ciders. The evaluations were followed by a series of similar 
evaluations with beer drinkers at Michigan microbreweries including Redwood Lodge (Flint), Rochester 
Mills (Rochester), and Royal Oak Brewery (Royal Oak).  Opinions of beer drinkers with discriminating 
tastes were obtained.  Additional evaluations were provided by members of the wine clubs in Lansing, 
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Ann Arbor, Jackson, and Kalamazoo who were pre-qualified as wine drinkers.  Analysis of these 
evaluations indicates key differences in the attributes most desired by wine drinkers, beer drinkers and 
mainstream consumers.  These results will assist hard cider makers as they consider where to focus their 
product development and marketing efforts.  Targeting beer drinkers will likely call for a different 
product profile and a different marketing strategy than targeting wine drinkers.    

Researchers have started utilizing the results of this data and the identified attributes as they develop 
hard ciders to incorporate into the next round of consumer panels.  As stated, consumers will begin 
evaluating MSU ciders – the hard ciders produced on campus with the characteristics identified as being 
the most desirable.  Researchers are also in the process of identifying participants in the “key decision 
maker” research (as outlined in the grant), and working toward establishing dates for these events. 

The challenge is to development a Michigan hard cider with characteristics that are desirable to 
Midwest consumers and different target segments: wine drinkers, beer drinkers and mainstream 
consumers.  Research will continue through September 2004, with results presented to producers at future 
meetings.
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Hard Cider and Links to Other Industry Groups 

Rex Halfpenny, Michigan Beer Guide 
PO Box 648, Leonard, MI 48367 

Tel: 248-628-6584  -  Email: mibeerguyd@aol.com 

America has by majority an alcohol consuming population. Two out of three Americans consume 
some form of alcohol. The majority of those that consume alcohol prefer beer, making beer the 
largest vehicle used by American’s for alcohol ingestion. The national per capita consumption of 
beer in America for the year 2002 was reported at 22.7 gallons. Please note this is per capita. The 
actual population that drinks the beer is one third of the total population, meaning the actual beer 
consumer is drinking 68 gallons of beer per year. 

If we extrapolate these national averages and apply them to Michigan’s population of 10 million 
people, we can safely say that right here in Michigan, your local market, there are six million 
people who drink alcohol. Over three million of which prefer beer. This would indicate that three 
million Michiganders drinking an average of 68 gallons of beer is a market buying 204 million 
gallons of beer annually. 

My point being, this is real. This is a very large pie. You are here today to explore getting a piece 
of this pie. 

The next point I need to make is about how large a piece of this pie can you expect to tap into. I 
will continue my references to the beer industry because I believe you have more in common 
their products and customers then to those of the wine industry.  

There are 61 breweries in Michigan today. While the craft brew industry (as I will call the 
industry segment you recognize as microbreweries and brewpubs) has been around for over 30 
years, it has only been in Michigan for the last ten. It was not until 1993 that Michigan legislated 
changes to allow for small brewery licenses. Since then, breweries have opened annually ever 
since.

The Michigan Brewers Guild today has 40 brewery members. These 40 breweries produce over 
80 percent of all the beer manufactured in Michigan and therefore definitely represent the 
majority’s wishes. To be quite frank, I fail to see why the other 20 do not join the Guild. The 
Guild produces an annual brochure listing member locations and information that is distributed at 
all member venues, Michigan Welcome Centers and other outlets where such tourist brochures 
are welcome. The Guild produces POS material like “Member Michigan Brewers Guild” and 
“Michigan Beer Sold Here.” They sellout annually their successful T-shirt depicting color logos 
of all member breweries. And they produce the annual Michigan Brewers Guild Summer Beer 
Festival, which drew 3,500 people last July to sample 100% Michigan made beer. The Guild 
works to increase awareness of Michigan made beer. 

Collectively, Michigan breweries are currently producing between 60,000 and 70,000 barrels of 
beer. This sounds impressive until we match it up against the total of 6.8 million barrels sold and 
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recorded annually by the MLCC. The entire Michigan craft beer industry amounts to about 1% of 
total beer sales in Michigan. 

My point here is that craft beer is a small piece of the very large pie. Yet with 61 breweries 
employing about 2000 people, it generates what I estimate conservatively to be somewhere in the 
neighborhood of $100 million. 

It is safe to say that hard cider will initially amount to something considerably smaller than the 
Michigan craft beer industry. But, the Michigan craft beer industry is only the tip of the beer 
industry iceberg. And while not every beer drinker will drink hard cider, there will be crossover 
sales from consumers who say they do not like beer plus a portion of the people who drink wine 
and even spirits. So with strong new product introductions and a substantial marketing program, it 
is possible that someday in the future, Michigan cider may rival Michigan beer in terms of sales. 

Because there is a strong cider mill industry for apple juice (what most call apple cider), there is a 
natural outlet for introducing hard cider to a population that is already sold on apple juice as a 
beverage of choice. 

Lets take a brief look at the wine industry. There are about 30 wineries in Michigan today. They 
too have their own publication, called Michigan Wine Country. Unlike Michigan Beer Guide, 
which is 100 percent published by Rex and Mary Halfpenny and supported in turn by our 
advertisers, the Michigan Grape & Wine Industry Council publishes Michigan Wine Country. 
The Michigan Grape & Wine Industry Council is supported by the Michigan Department of 
Agriculture using money in part generated by alcohol excise taxes. That 6.8 million barrels of 
beer sold in Michigan last year generated $6.30 per barrel, or $43.2 million. And even though 
brewers in Michigan only made about 60,000 barrels last year, they still generated $378,000 of 
that excise tax money. 

The Michigan Department of Agriculture recognizes wine as an agricultural product and thus 
supports their efforts. Though beer is made from grain and hops, Michigan does not recognize 
beer as an agriculture product and therefore the beer industry receives no financial support. 

My point here is that apples and cider are a Michigan agriculture product and therefore, you have 
this support and I strongly urge you to take full advantage of it. 

To say that you can make products that craft beer consumers will enjoy is a no brainer. You make 
it, they will try it. If you make distinctive products with a range of aroma, flavor and aftertaste, 
they will try them all. If you market it, they will consume more of it. But the craft market is a 
small market, so your challenge will be to ALSO make products that appeal to the much larger 
mass-market consumer. You can compete with the giants. You are not identified as a 
microbrewer and you already have more financial support than the breweries. 

Lets examine what the mass-market consumer apparently enjoys. Near neutral aroma and flavor. 
No ingredient character – that is, no hop bitterness, no malt sweetness, no yeast bite, no ale 
fruitiness. They like light color. They like low calorie. They like high carbonation. They like ice 
cold.

It is my contention that you can produce a line of ciders that meet this description as well as 
distinctive higher end products. Examples of higher end products would include a line of single 
apple varietals, dark ciders, special blends, high alcohol cider jack, cider fruit blends, cider honey 
blends, and dessert ciders.  
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As maker of hard cider, you will have to live by the laws governing alcohol. Wine makers will 
certainly at first show little interest in hard cider. It is not in their nature to explore anything other 
than the grape. Craft brewers however will show interest because they like variety. 

Brewers cannot make cider because their license is for making beer, which is defined as 
fermented grain. Fermented fruit is defined as wine and thus they and you will need what is called 
a small winemakers license. The great benefit to having one of these licenses is that unlike 
brewers who cannot self distribute their own products, wine makers can. So this is yet another big 
plus the apple industry will have over the craft brewers who are prohibited from selling directly to 
any retailers regardless of relationship, proximity to the brewery, market demand or expressed 
interest. Furthermore, winemakers are allowed to have off site tasting rooms.  

Beside your own location and products, apple growers and pressers will find a portion of the 
brewing community interested in the development of their own line of hard cider. They can do 
this by obtaining a small winemakers license. There are at least two breweries that already make 
hard cider products, New Holland Brewing Company in Holland, and Stoney Creek Brewing 
Company in Detroit. Kalamazoo Brewing Company of Kalamazoo, also known as Bell’s and the 
largest of all Michigan breweries is developing a hard cider now. They have been making apple 
beers for years. These three are among the dozen breweries that hold a small winemakers license. 

The advantage to working with a small brewery is that they are already set up for fermentation 
and production. They have the equipment, the expertise and the experience. What they lack is 
crushed apples as the fermentable source. You supply the juice, they make the hard cider. 

In closing: By learning from and working with the Michigan craft beer industry, you can build a 
hard cider industry in Michigan and beyond.  


